Self-organized one-and two-dimensional arrays of nanoscale surface features ("ripples" and "dots") sometimes form spontaneously on initially flat surfaces eroded by a directed ion beam in a process called "sputter patterning". Experiments on this sputter patterning process with focused and unfocused ion beams, combined with theoretical advances, have been responsible for a number of scientific advances. Particularly noteworthy are (i) the discovery of propagative, rather than dissipative, behavior under some ion erosion conditions, permitting a pattern to be fabricated at a large length scale and propagated over large distances while maintaining, or even sharpening, the sharpest features; (ii) the first demonstration of guided self-organization of sputter patterns, along with the observation that defect density is minimized when the spacing between boundaries is near an integer times the natural spatial period; and (iii) the discovery of metastability of smooth surfaces, which contradicts the nearly universally accepted linear stability theory that predicts that any surface is linearly unstable to sinusoidal perturbations of some wave vector.
Introduction
The ability to understand and control the properties of matter on nanometer length scales is a major thrust in materials chemistry and physics today. Mastery of fundamental science at this length scale will have profound implications for a wide variety of future discoveries and applications in the chemical and biological sciences as well as in materials science and condensed matter physics. In this program we studied the phenomenon of"sputter patterning" in nanoscale morphology evolution during ion irradiation and have begun to develop a conceptual framework for understanding it at the fundamental level.
Nanoscale surface morphologies spontaneously develop from uniform ion irradiation of an initially flat surface in a non-equilibrium self-organization process termed "sputter patterning". Spontaneous self-organization processes such as this have no fundamental throughput limitations and have been used to create patterns with lateral feature sizes as small as 15 nm, and good short-range order [I] as shown in Fig. 1 . As in most self-organization processes, the major challenge is the flexibility one has over the resulting pattern. A combination of"top-down" approaches for flexibility and "bottom-up" approaches for size and throughput is likely to be a successful strategy for mass production of functional nanoscale devices . The importance of the "bottom-up" approaches will be determined to a significant degree by the answer to the question, "how much control do we have over the morphology?" A great deal of fundamental work must be done before this question can be answered directly.
In a related phenomenon, ion irradiation permits morphology control on the single-digit nanometer level and is consequently termed "ion beam nano sculpting". Solid state nanopores with diameters of molecular dimensions have been fabricated this manner [2] , as discussed further in § 1.3. The resulting intellectual property [3] , the Aziz portion of which was supported by a past DOE program, has been licensed by Agilent. It is being used in the development of one type of biomolecule detector the mass production of which is deemed feasible by this method.
In the current program we have had significant success in delineating the applicability of the standard theory of sputter morphology evolution, have made several important advances, and have identified serious shortcomings in our understanding ranging from the inadequacy of the theory for the evolution of tall, steep features to the lack of universality of a linear instability, contrary to predictions. An ion beam for sputter erosion is a very common processing tool used in the semiconductor industry and in surface science research groups, usually to clean surfaces in an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) environment. However, it is known that under some conditions a spontaneously-arising sputter pattern topography arises that often takes the form of one-dimensional ripples or two-dimensional arrays of dots. The periodicity is understood to arise as a result of a kinetic competition between the surface roughening effect of the ion beam and morphological relaxation. [75, 76] and because Si is a monatomic system amenable to atomistic modeling. As a result we can learn much more about the fundamental aspects of the phenomenon with measurements at these length scales. Our objective has been a fundamental understanding that permits us to answer the question, "How much morphology control can one attain without having to write each individual feature?" A significant new discovery [73, 75] has been sputter patterning under uniform rastering of a focused ion beam (FIB), which is a machine typically used to micromachine surfaces in computer-controlled patterns. The rapid feedback possible with in-situ real-space imaging in a FIB instrument has accelerated the understanding of the phenomena believed to be common to both focused and unfocused ion irradiation. Not only has this observation of pattern evolution under FIB irradiation served as an excellent test of theory and motivated new theory, it has also lead to entirely unanticipated discoveries, as shown in Fig. 3 Methods for the fabrication oflarge areas ofnanoscale features with controlled period and intra-period organization are of interest because of the potential for high-throughput mass production of nanoscale devices . Due to their potential in this regard, much recent attention has been devoted to self-organization processes [1, [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] , in which processing causes the spontaneous emergence of a nanoscale pattern. The short-range order can be quite high [1, 88, 89] but some envisaged applications require long-range order, which is destroyed by uncontrolled topological defects arising spontaneously from the self-organization process. A potentially successful hierarchical fabrication strategy is the fabrication of controlled features at a small, but lithographically tractable, length scale by methods such as conventional mask or optical standing wave lithography, in order to guide a self-organization process at the finest length scale [92] [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] . Topographic patterning has been used for templating the local disorder in 2D selfassembled monolayers [100] and for templating defect organization or elimination in 3D colloidal crystallization [101, 102] . Topography has also been used to manipulate semiconductor quantum dot placement, composition, and strain through its effect on stress [103] and surface energy and mobility [104] . 3D short-range ordering of grown-in quantum dot short-period superlattices can result from multilayer growth [87, 89] ; nanoscale topographic templating of the first layer could dramatically accelerate the development of order and lead to true long-range order. Lithographically-and Focused Ion Beam (FIB)-patterned topographies have recently been used to template quantum dot growth in linear chains [99] , periodic 2D lattices [97] , and in more complex configurations promising for novel nanoelectronics architectures such as quantum cellular automata [105] . The finest features have been templated by serial writing with the FIB, a prohibitively expensive process for mass production that might be circumvented by the hierarchical fabrication strategy. Self-organized sputter-ripple topographies have been used to template metal islands [ 1 06 ] and colloidal particles [ 1 07] in linear chains.
Background and Technical Progress

Formation of Sputter Patterns
In our program, we have measured the influence of patterned boundaries on a Si(001) substrate in guiding self-organized sputter ripples [77] . We showed that the long-range order of the features can be greatly enhanced by this lateral templating approach (Fig. 4) . The emerging pattern can be manipulated by changing the boundary spacing and misorientation with respect to the projected ion beam direction. We developed a scalar figure of merit, a dimensionless topological defect density, to characterize the degree of order of the pattern. At small boundary separation, the greatest order is observed when the separation is near an integer multiple of the spontaneously arising feature size. The defect density is exceedingly low up to a critical misorientation angle, beyond which topological defects develop in proportion to the incremental misorientation. These results suggest the potential utility of lateral templating ion irradiationinduced topographic patterns for high throughput fabrication at sub-lithographic length scales. For example, the GaSb results of Facsko et al. (Fig. 1.1) give us grounds for optimism that the templating technique might be used to create long-range ordered arrays of "quantum dots" with uniform size well below 100 nm in layers of GaSb on narrower-gap substrates. No theory has been shown to predict the lateral templating effect and the behaviors w~ have documented, or to address the maximum distance between template boundaries over which it is possible to deterministically set the pattern that evolves within the intervening area.
Single biomolecule detectors
The insight gained by our studies of sputter patterning is proving to be an essential first step in developing the materials science base required for the design of sensitive and reliable nanopore molecular detectors ( Fig. 1.5 ). In collaborative work with J.A. Golovchenko (Harvard), we guided experiments and developed an adatom-diffusion model (Fig. 6 ) that successfully predicts many aspects ofthe ion-sputter-induced closing ofnanopores in SiN membranes [2] that are being used as single molecule detectors for biopolymers such as DNA [2, 108] (Fig. 1.7 ) and are envisaged as DNA sequencers -10 6 times faster than those in current use [1 09]. The model, which embodies the current, limited status of our understanding of the ion beam nano sculpting process, is an extension of the model we developed ofthe atomistic processes occurring in sputter rippling ofSi(001) [5] . The adatom diffusion model posits that the spatiotemporal evolution of the concentration field C(r, t) of surface-diffusing mobile species ("adatoms") created by the ion beam is governed by the following partial differential equation (PDE): Temperaiure-independent ion beam sculpting of Si0 2 nanopores. In this research program we examined the closure kinetics ofnanopores in Si0 2 and have found that although they close under ion irradiation, they behave very differently than the nitride nanopores. The instantaneous rate of closure seems to be independent of temperature ( Fig. 8 ) and dependent on the prior history of the pore's radius-thus a 5-nm pore that started at 10 nm has a faster instantaneous closure rate than a 5-nm pore that started at 20 nm. In this case one must consider the possibility that ion stimulated viscous flow [71, 110] , possibly in conjunction with ion-stimulated compressive stress [111, 112] , mediates morphology evolution in this system.
We anticipate that different classes of materials may be found in which different mechanisms mediate transport. For example, surface-confined viscous flow via an ion-enhanced fluidity has been identified as the transport mechanism in sputter rippling ofSi0 2 with keV ion beams [28, 71] . Our nanopore-closing results on amorphous SiN are quantitatively consistent with our surface diffusion model and qualitatively inconsistent with at least one key aspect of the ion-enhanced fluidity mechanism, namely the observed dependence of closure-per-ion on flux and on offtime between ion pulses: in current models for ion-enhanced fluidity, only the ion fluence matters and not its temporal dependence. Results in Si0 2 are also qualitatively inconsistent with this same key aspect of the ionenhanced fluidity mechanism in its current form [113] . It is more difficult to envisage viscous flow as an (mportant mechanism in materials that remain crystalline under ion irradiation, in either single-crystal or large-grain poly crystal form, as metals do at typical temperatures and Si and Ge do at sufficiently high temperature.
Other nanoscale devices would be possible if ion beam nano sculpting could be made to work with other materials besides the insulators SiNx and Si0 2 , such as metals, or composites of metals and nonmetals. We have discovered that nanopores in metallic glass close under ion irradiation. Additionally, amorphous silicon (aSi) nanopores close under ion irradiation, as shown in Fig. 9 . With further understanding , it may be possible to find conditions under which metals, semiconductors, and insulator close at the same rate, thereby permitting the integration of dissimilar materials into nanodevices.
... 
Fig. 9. Ion beam closure of amorphous silicon nanopore. (a) area vs. time as pore closes under unfocued Ar+ irradiation. (b) TEM image of pore after irradiation was stopped Initial diameter -200 nm and thickness -250 nm, final diameter -100 nm and thin enough to be electron transparent.
An envisaged device for rapid DNA sequencing is shown in Fig. 10 .
The discovery ofnanopore closing in a-Si is of great fundamental significance; hence it is a high priority for future research. Amorphous Si is the perfect model system for understanding nanoscale morphology evolution under ion irradiation: we can make sputter ripples; we can close nanopores; it's amorphous and single-element and so we should be able to model its behavior theoretically without unknown and confounding anisotropy and composition effects; and it's amenable to molecular dynamics simulations with classical potentials in this ion energy regime, thereby permitting an understanding all the way down to the atomistic level. 
Theory of Sputter Pattern Formation
The rate of recession of an eroding surface (excluding surface relaxation and noise) can be written as
2 , where b = Jh/ dx is the local slope of the surface and V 11 is the speed normal to the surface (Fig.  11) . Generally, V 11 is a function of the surface slope, curvature, and higher order derivatives of the morphology. The Sigmund theory of sputtering [114, 115] , which is the starting point of just about every theoretical treatment of sputter patterning, asserts that V,, at point A at position x on the surface is proportional to the power arriving at x from the collision cascades resulting from ions impinging on the surface at all other points x', as shown in Fig. 11 . The speed of erosion at x, with coordinates (x, y, h(x,y)) is then given by an integral over all points x' :
where E(x,y;x',y1 is the power reaching x from the ion impingement at x'. Sigmund modeled the distribution of deposited energy as centered a distance a below the impingement site (along the initial ion direction) and decaying outward as a Gaussian with an ellipsoidal shape. E(x,y;x',y1 then depends on the relative height, lateral distance and direction ofx and x' with respect to the 
Linear stability theory
Bradley and Harper (BH) [13] performed a linear stability analysis of a flat surface undergoing erosion according to the Sigmund kernel. By expanding h(x,y) for small curvature, slope difference, and height difference from a planar surface, they found that the leading order instability arises from the curvature coefficient of the sputter yield. As can be seen from Fig. 11 , concave regions of the surface, such as A, are closer to the energy deposition maxima than convex regions and so erode faster. Their resulting PDE for the change in height (relative to the average height) with time, simplified here to include only one independent spatial dimension, is where the curvature coefficientS is negative, leading to instability. The last term represents classical Mullins/Herring [ 116, 117] isotropic surface relaxation back toward flatness via surface diffusion -a stabilizing term. As a linear POE, Eq. (4) can be solved using Fourier methods. The amplitude of each Fourier component of the surface morphology hq(t) with wavenumber q should grow or decay exponentially with rate constant R(1~ = -SlBq4 BH theory thus predicts a maximal value of R(q) at a fastest growing spatial frequency q*=(-S/2B) 2 , so after a while the surface should be dominated by sinusoidal ripples with spatial period)., *=2rtlq*.
In two independent spatial dimensions, Bradley and Harper solved for the stability with respect to sinusoidal perturbations with wavevector either parallel or perpendicular to the direction of the projected ion beam on the surface ("parallel mode" and "perpendicular mode", respectively, Fig. 1 ). As shown in Fig. 12, all surfaces, at all angles of inclination B, are predicted to be linearly unstable to perpendicular mode ripples, whereas all surfaces below a certain inclination angle are predicted to be unstable to parallel mode ripples . Where instabilities to both modes arise, the resulting topography is expected to be dominated by the mode with the most negative value of S. BH theory has been tested in several ways and has been found to describe some aspects of evolution but not others. We have shown some of the successes and limitations of the model for Si(001) [5 ,67] . One commonly observes amplitude saturation at large enough values, which must necessarily come from nonlinear terms missing from a linear stability theory, but in some materials, such as Si(001), saturation is occurring at surprisingly small slopes ( ~ 10°) that are difficult to understand [67] . However, by far the most confounding observation is that experimentally, some surfaces appear to be absolutely stable against the BH instability.
One common example of the curious failure ofBH theory is for normal-incidence unfocused ion irradiation, where an instability with a characteristic length scale is predicted but rarely observed [75] (with a few notable exceptions, e.g. [74] ). Beyond this, the experimental conditions for stability are not clear. We now have evidence that under certain conditions the sputter instability is actually a sputter metastability, i.e., an initially flat surface is metastable. In Fig. 13 . we show a sequence of images taken during FIB irradiation of a rectangular pit in Si. A sharp boundary separating rippled and flat "phases" sweeps across the pit bottom. The existence of the flat "phase" is evidence for stability against infinitesimal perturbations. The rippled phase "nucleates" along the edge of the pit (a large perturbation) and consumes the flat phase by the passage of a sharp interface. Because the silicon surface becomes amorphous virtually instantaneously upon FIB irradiation, the evolution we are seeing is characteristic of an amorphous surface: surface free energy should be isotropic and cannot be a cause of"faceting".
Because the BH linear stability results are a rigorous consequence of eqs. (2)-(3), one must examine the validity of the Sigmund theory underlying just about every treatment of morphological development. Recently Feix et al. [78] reported molecular dynamics simulations of the sputter erosion of copper crystals by 5 keY Cu. They looked at the spatial distribution of sites from which the sputtered atoms were emitted with respect to the point of impact and found that Eq. (2) describes their results pretty well (assuming V,, is proportional to the atom emission rate, which they tracked), except that the Gaussian ellipsoid kernel, Eq. (3), needed to be replaced by a kernel of a somewhat different form. This permitted them to explain a reduction in sputter yield with increasing angle at very high angles, which is not explained by Sigmund theory (see Fig.  17 ), but otherwise the results of Sigmund theory seem to be qualitatively unchanged. In particular, with a modified sputter kernel of Feix et al., the qualitative features of Fig. Fig. 13 
Nonlinear perturbative approach
Enhancements to BH theory have been made to include noise [24, 28] , nonlinear effects at larger amplitudes [62, 72, [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] , and the identification [48] of a fourth-order "effective surface diffusion" term -D, .8 4 h/ 8x 4 through which we can understand how patterns may form even when surface diffusion is essentially turned off at low temperature where B = 0.
The inclusion of nonlinear effects is an area of very active research. An important advance was made by Makeev and co-workers [72] , who developed from the Sigmund kernel a general expression for V,, in terms of arbitrary topography and the parameters a, a, and ll describing the ion collision cascade in the solid. To obtain solutions, they then expanded V,, in powers of slope and derived an erosion equation of the form (for simplicity we report only the most noteworthy terms in a one-dimensional version although the actual theory is for two independent spatial dimensions)
where Sx, ~x, and D 1 are roughening prefactors determining the anisotropic erosion rate, Dxx describes ion induced effective (fourth-order) diffusion, and ' Ax controls the early stages of nonlinear evolution. Makeev eta!. solved for these ion-related coefficients as functions a, a, and jl. Solutions to the twodimensional counterpart ofEq. (5) have been obtained for shallow ripples [72, 81] and self-affine surfaces [80] . Makeev eta!. 's small-slope expansion, Eq. (5), cannot be used to describe our observed lateral templating of sputter ripples (Fig. 4) 
Erosion of tall, steep features
Methods of micro and nanofabrication of threedimensional (30) photonic band gap waveguides. Direct fabrication with the FIB itself is already a commercial production technique for expensive components such as AFM tips; it is also used for the fabrication of prototype devices and it is feasible to use the FIB for fabricating templates for the molding of replicas. Understanding and controlling the effects of the FIB on the morphology evolution of tall, steep features is therefore an area of active research [118] [119] [120] [121] .
We discovered a new regime of ion beam sputtering that occurs for sufficiently steep slopes [122] . High slopes propagate over large distances without dissipating the steepest features. Both the propagation velocity and the dynamically selected slope are universal, independent of the details of the initial shape of the surface. The SEM image in Fig. 15 shows a pit with steep side walls that has been micromachined into silicon using a Focused Ion Beam, and to the right the same pit, with sides that have not smeared out, after uniform ion irradiation of the entire wafer. The left panel of Fig. 16 shows predictions of the new theory of sputter morphology evolution that is valid for arbitrarily large slopes when the curvature is small. Under uniform ion irradiation the pit wall, initially at t=O, propagates laterally and, for this particular set of conditions, evolves to maintain a uniform slope that is steeper than the original slope. (The theory also predicts that sufficiently shallow slopes dissipate, which is the conventionally observed behavior.) The experimental sequence in Fig. 16 , obtained with an optical profilometer, shows striking confirmation of the predictions of the theory. An important implication of the transition from dissipative behavior to propagative behavior at high slopes is that a where b = "dh!dx is the slope, C = C(b) ="dYI"db turns out to be the propagation speed, andY is the sputter yield (atoms removed per incident ion, see Fig. 17 ). The solutions of this equation predict behavior that can be understood as the propagation of a shock front that self-selects a stable slope; the mathematical structure of the solutions is the same as that previously observed in thin-film fluid flows. We undertook this study because we believed that it would afford a good test of the Sigmund kernel, but the shock front behavior turns out to be a generic feature of the non-monotonic behavior of the sputter yield vs. slope. As the slope increases, the center of the energy deposition gets closer to the surface; hence the sputter yield increases with slope. But at high enough slope, the sputter yield turns down again due .to effects such as reflection at grazing incidence [123] and possibly to deviations of the true collision cascade shape from Gaussian ellipsoids [78] . This qualitative behavior of the sputter yield vs. slope, combined with the kinetics of surface diffusion, turns out to be sufficient for propagative rather than dissipative solutions to the morphology evolution equation arising from the Sigmund sputter kernel and fourth-order diffusion . [124] [125] [126] . As are most crystalline surfaces under typical materials processing conditions, these surfaces are well below their roughening transition temperature. Non-classical effects appear to be responsible for the change of the decay kinetics of the corrugation amplitude A(t) from exponential decay to inverse linear,
Surface
A(t)=AQl__, (I+kt)
where k is a wavelength and temperature dependent rate constant.
Nonclassical Relaxation theory for stepped and facetted crystalline surfaces (7)
In a related NSEC-supported collaboration with D. Margetis (MIT) and H.A. Stone (Harvard) we have developed a new continuum theory of morphological relaxation for non-faceted crystalline surfaces with arbitrary morphologies composed of step trains in two independent spatial dimensions. From fundamental equations governing adatom transport between steps, a continuum partial differential equation has been derived. The input is the standard [127, 128] expression for the surface free energy yper unit area projected on a "basal plane" of high crystallographic symmetry,
where g 0 is the terrace free energy, g 1 is the step line tension, IV' hi is the step density, and g 3 represents the strength of step-step interactions. g 1 and g 3 , as well as the adatom diffusivity D, are assumed to be azimuthally isotropic. From this follows a general expression for the chemical potential f.1 for any stepped, non-faceted surface profile,
where Q is the atomic volume. An expression of mass conservation is then combined with a kinetic equation relating the adatom current density to the chemical potential gradient. The result is a nonlinear PDE for the timeevolution of h(x,y,t). The novel aspect of this theory is that the current density and the chemical potential gradient
do not have to be parallel to each other, as has been assumed in previous work [129 -131] . Rather, they are related
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Final Technical Progress Report March 9, 2006 by a mobility that is a tensor because current in a direction orthogonal to the steps contains fundamentally different barriers (step traversal barriers) than current in a direction parallel to the steps, and neither may be neglected for non-axisymmetric profiles.
For the decay of non-axisymmetric structures such as the imperfect sputter ripples we produced experimentally on Si(001) under our DOE program, (Fig. 2(b) ), the predicted decay behavior is inverse linear in time, Eq. (7}, just as we observed experimentally [66] . Additionally, the predicted decay for highly perfect lithographically-fabricated corrugations is exponential in time, as is observed experimentally by Blakely and coworkers [132] and predicted by 10 theory (133] . With this development, which resolves a major controversy over the decay kinetics of nonclassical corrugated surfaces [66, 124, 125] , we have laid the foundation for POE-based descriptions of a wide variety ofnon-classica12D surface morphology evolution processes. In related work we have shown how this POE can be combined with appropriate boundary conditions at the edge of a facet (129, 130] to predict the evolution of prototypical faceted shapes, and can be combined with appropriate boundary conditions at a grain boundary to predict the evolution of grain boundary grooving (134] .
These results suggest the question of whether during sputtering this non-classical capillarity is iinportant in the evolution of crystalline morphologies under ion irradiation. It is conceivable that the ion bombardment creates a non-singular kinetically rough surface with a spatially uniform concentration of mobile species, in which case the second term on the r.h .s ofEq. (4) might still be appropriate. However, it is difficult to ascertain whether this is indeed the case. Hence we believe that the behavior of amorphous surfaces, where ion stimulated morphology evolution should definitely obey classical relaxation kinetics, must be understood before further progress on crystallographic surfaces is possible. 
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